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1 COMPONENTS

1 Components

• Game box (1)

• Manual (1)

• Support cards (100)

– Supporters (75)

– Revolts (25)

• Resource cards (130)

– Goods (45)

– Populations (35)

– Colonies (30)

– Bonds (20)

• Gold cards (110)

– 1 Gold (60)

– 5 Gold (30)

– 10 Gold (20)

• Selection cards (48)

– 0 (6)

– 1 (6)

– 2 (6)

– 3 (6)

– 4 (6)

– 5 (6)

– 6 (6)

– 7 (6)

• Nation cards (8)

– The Ottomans (1)

– Venice (1)

– Portugal (1)

– The Netherlands (1)

– Spain (1)

– France (1)

– Britain (1)

– Prussia (1)

• Shortage Card (1)
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5 CARDS

2 Goal of the Game

In Empire, players play as colonial European empires. Each player has a set of cards
which represents their empire. There are 5 types of cards: support, resource, gold,
selection, and empire. Each player begins the game with a few cards of each type.
Players can acquire more cards through development, commerce, and exploration.

At the end of the game, the player with the most support wins.

3 Overview

Empire is played over 6 rounds. Each round has 3 phases: development, commerce,
and exploration.

During development, players use their resources to produce goods and gather support.
The cards that each player gains during development depend on the resources they
own.

During commerce, players can sell their goods for gold. The more goods players sell,
the less valuable each individual good is.

During exploration, players use their gold to bid in an auction for resources. Through-
out exploration, players may trade cards with each other.

The game ends immediately after the sixth development phase. At the end of the
game, the player with the most support wins.

4 Beginner Version

If this is your first time playing Empire, you may want to try the beginner version.
The beginner version is simpler than the standard version. The beginner version does
not use bond or nation cards.

5 Cards

Players use 5 types of cards: support, gold, selection, resource, and nation.

The goal of Empire is to have the most support. There are 2 types of support cards:
supporters and revolts. Supporters increase a player’s support. Revolts decrease a
player’s support. An empire’s support equals their supporters minus their revolts. The
goal of Empire is to have the most support.

A player’s wealth is measured with gold cards. There are three denominations of gold:
1, 5, and 10.

Each player has a set of selection cards numbered 0 to 7. Players use their selection
cards to sell goods and select empires.

Resource cards represent an empire’s sphere of influence. There are 4 types of resource
cards: goods, populations, colonies, and bonds.

Each nation card represents a historical country. Each nation card has a set of starting
cards and a special institution only its owner can build.

Bond and nation cards are not used in the beginner version.
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9 CLAIMING NATIONS

6 Empires

The area in front of each player is their empire. Each player’s empire contains 4 face
down stacks of cards: support, resource, selection, and gold. Players do not have to
reveal the contents of their stacks to other players. Each player may look through their
own stacks. If you are using the standard version, each player stores their nation card
face up in their empire.

7 The Market

The area in the center of the players is the market. The market holds face up stacks of
cards not owned by a player which form the bank that players draw from. The market
also holds the face down auction stacks which contain resources that are auctioned to
the players each round.

8 Setup

First, separate the gold, resource, and support cards into face up stacks by type in the
market. Then, give every player 1 of each selection card.

Then, deal out the auction cards. First, take 6 resource cards and shuffle them together.
If you are using the beginner version, shuffle 2 goods, 2 populations, and 2 colonies.
If you are using the standard version, shuffle 1 good, 2 populations, 2 colonies, and
1 bond. Then, deal out the 6 resources one by one in a face up row in the market.
Finally, place the shortage card on top of the first card. Players may always check
what resource is covered by the shortage card stack.

9 Claiming Nations

If you are using the beginner version, players do not claim nations at the beginning of
the game. Instead, players play as generic nations with the same abilities. All players
take the same starting cards from the market: 2 colonies, 3 populations, 1 good, 1
supporter, 1 revolt, and 30 gold.

If you are using the standard version, each player claims a nation to play as at the
beginning of the game. Each nation has a different set of starting cards, a special
institution only they can build, and a unique number. Each player claims 1 nation for
the entire game. Each nation may only be claimed by 1 player.

First, shuffle the 8 nation cards and deal out one for each player in the market. Then,
return the unused nation cards to the box. Then, stack 1 supporter and 1 revolt face
up below each nation card.

Then, each player takes their selection cards into their hand. Then, each player places
the selection card with the number of the nation they want to select face down in front
of them. When all players have selected a nation, all players must reveal the cards
they placed.

If any player selected the same nation as another player, first, stack 1 supporter below
each nation card that no player selected. Then, stack 1 revolt below each nation card
that multiple players selected. Finally, each player must reselect a nation by taking
their selection cards into their hand and placing 1 face down on the table. Repeat this
process until every player selects a nation that no other player selected.
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10 ROUNDS

If each player selected a nation that no other player selected, every player claims the
nation they selected. First, players take the support cards stacked below the nation
they selected. Then, players place their nation card face up on the right of their empire.
Then, return all unowned support cards to the market. Then, players re-stack their
selection cards face down in their empire. Finally, players take the cards listed in the
Starting Cards section of their nation card from the bank.

When all players have taken their starting cards, the first round begins.

For example:

A game has 5 players: Jimmy, Jalen, Chris, Ray, and Juwan.

During nation claiming, first, the 8 nation cards are shuffled, and then The Ot-
tomans, the Netherlands, Great Britain, France, and Venice are dealt out in the
market. Then, each player takes their selection cards into their hand and secretly
selects a nation.

Jimmy wants the Netherlands, which has the number 2 in its bottom section, so he
selects it by placing his number 2 selection card face down in front of him. Jalen
selects France with his number 5 selection card. Chris also selects France. Ray
selects the Ottomans. Juwan selects Great Britain.

Then, all players simultaneously reveal their selections. Jalen and Chris both se-
lected France, so no one claims a nation yet. Since multiple players selected France,
1 revolt is added to the stack below the French nation card. No one selected Venice,
so 1 supporter is added to the stack below it.

Then, players again take their selection cards into their hands and secretly select
a nation. Jimmy selects the Netherlands again. Jalen selects Venice. Chris selects
France again. Ray selects the Ottomans. Juwan selects Great Britain again.

Then, players reveal their new selections. Every player selected a nation that no
other player selected, so each player claims the nation they selected. Then, each
player takes their nation’s card and any support cards stacked below it from the
market. Then, each player takes their nation’s starting cards from the bank.

10 Rounds

Each round begins with the development phase.

10.1 Development

During the development phase, players use their resources to build institutions.

An institution is a stack of two face up resource cards. Institutions produce or consume
resources for the player that builds them. Players must build as many institutions of
each type as they can. Cards used in institutions or gained from institutions are
stacked in a face-down discard pile in each player’s empire. Players may not use the
cards stacked in their discard pile to create additional institutions.

First, players build as many luxuries as they can. A player builds a luxury by stacking
a good on a population face up in their empire. When a player builds a luxury, they
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10.1 Development 10 ROUNDS

must first pay the good they used to the bank, and take 1 supporter from the bank
into their discard pile. Then they must discard the population they used.

Then, players build as many industries as they can. A player builds an industry
by stacking a population on a colony. When a player builds an industry, they must
first take 1 good from the bank into their discard pile. Then they must discard the
population and colony they used.

Then, if you are using the standard version, players build as many national institutions
as they can. A player builds a national institution by stacking the two resources listed
in the components section of their nation card. When a player builds a national
institution, they must first apply the effect described on their nation card. Then they
must discard the the cards they used and any cards they gained.

Then, players pay for their unused resources. First, players must reveal all of their
resource cards not in their discard pile. Then, players take 1 revolt from the bank for
each of their undiscarded populations. Then, players pay 1 gold from their gold stack
to the bank for each of their undiscarded bonds. If a player does not have enough gold
in their gold stack to pay for their bonds, they must take 1 revolt from the bank for
each bond they do not pay for.

Finally, each player must re-stack all of their cards, including those in their discard
pile, in 4 face up stacks by type in their empire. When all players have re-stacked their
resources, the commerce phase begins.

For example:

Laura has 2 goods, 3 populations, 5 colonies, and 2 bonds.

First, Laura must build 2 luxuries.

Laura pays the 2 goods used in her luxuries to the bank, takes 2 supporters into
her support, and then discards the 2 populations she used face down on the right
of her play area. Laura now has 1 population, 5 colonies, and 2 bonds available.

Then, Laura must build 1 industry. Laura takes 1 good from the bank and discards
the population and good she used. Laura now has 1 good, 4 colonies and 2 bonds
available.

Laura is playing as the Ottomans. The Ottoman national institution is the pro-
tectorate. Protectorates are built by stacking a colony on a colony. When the
Ottomans build a protectorate, they must take 1 population 2 bonds and 15 gold
from the bank.

Then, Laura must build 2 protectorates. Laura takes 2 populations and 4 bonds
into her discard pile, and takes 30 gold into her gold stack Laura now has 2 bonds
available.

Then, Laura takes no revolts because she has no unused populations.

Then, Laura pays 2 gold for her 2 unused bonds. Finally, Laura returns the re-
sources in her discard pile to a single face down stack in her play area.
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10.2 Commerce

During commerce, players sell goods for gold.

First, each player takes their selection cards into their hand. Then, each player places
the selection card with the number of goods they want to sell written on it face down
in front of them. Players will sell the number of goods written on the card they select.
Players may not select a card with a number higher than the number of goods they
have.

When all players have selected a number of goods they want to sell, all players reveal
their selections.

Then, players sell the number of goods written on the card they selected. First, each
player pays the number of goods written on the card they selected to the market. Then,
each player takes the price of goods in gold from the market for each good they sold.
The price of goods is 10 minus the total number of goods being sold by all players. If
more than 10 goods are being sold, the price of goods is 0.

When players have paid their goods and taken their gold, they must re-stack their
selection cards face down in their empire. When players have re-stacked their selection
cards, the exploration phase begins.

For example:

A game has 3 players: Franklin, Winston, and Joseph.

At the beginning of the commerce phase, the players take their selection cards into
their hands. Franklin decides to sell 2 goods, and places his number 2 selection card
face down in his play area. Winston decides to sell 3 goods, and Joseph decides to
sell 1.

When all players have placed their cards, all players reveal their selections. A total
of 6 goods are being sold, so the price of goods is 4. Franklin pays 2 goods to the
market and takes 8 gold. Winston pays 3 goods and takes 12 gold. Joseph pays 1
goods and takes 4 gold.

After all players have received their gold, all players re-stack their selection cards
face down on the right of their play area.

10.3 Exploration

During exploration, players buy resources with gold.

First, each player takes their gold cards into their hand. Then, bidding begins on the
first uncovered auction card.

When bidding begins on an auction card, any player may raise their bid by any amount
at any time. Each player begins with a bid of 0 on each resource. Players raise their
bid by announcing their new bid and placing that amount of gold face up in their play
area. Players may not bid more gold than they have. Players may never lower their
bid on an auction card.

Players may bid the same amount as other players. If a player’s bid is tied by another
player, they may withdraw from bidding on the current auction card. Players may not
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11 ENDING THE GAME

withdraw their bid unless they are tied by another player. If a player withdraws their
bid, they may not bid on the current auction card again this round.

For example:

Erik and Lauren both bid 5 on a resource. Erik retracts his bid, so he may not bid
on this card again this round. Lauren is no longer tied, so she may not retract her
bid.

When no player wishes to raise or withdraw their bid on an auction card, bidding ends
on that card. When bidding ends on an auction card, first, the player with the highest
untied bid pays their bid to the bank and takes a resource of the same type into their
resource stack. Then, the auction card is flipped face down. If the auction card is a
bond, the player also takes 10 gold from the bank into their gold stack. If all bids are
tied at the end of bidding, no player pays their bid, and the auction card is flipped
face down without any player taking a card from the bank.

When bidding on a resource ends, bidding immediately begins on the next uncovered
card. When bidding has ended on all 5 face up auction cards, all auction cards are
turned face up and the shortage card is moved to the next auction card. When the
shortage card is moved, the round ends, and the next round immediately begins with
the development phase.

For example:

Consider a game has 6 players: Greg, Kathleen, Toby, Libby, Dave, and Steve.
When bidding ends, Greg’s bid is 12, Kathleen’s bid is 12, Toby’s bid is 5, Libby’s
bid is 4, Dave’s bid is 1, and Steve’s bid is 5. Greg and Kathleen’s bids are tied
at 12, so neither wins. Toby and Steve’s bids are also tied at 5, so neither of them
wins. Libby has the highest bid that is not tied, so she wins the resource. Because
Libby has the highest untied bid, she pays her bid to the market and takes the
resource of the same type from the market.

At any time during exploration phase, players may trade their resources, support, and
gold cards. Players may not trade empire or selection cards. Player can trade cards
in any way they want, including giving cards away for nothing, trading one type of
card for another, and trading unequal numbers of cards. All trading, negotiation, and
communication must be public. All trades must be executed before the shortage card
is moved.

11 Ending the Game

The final development phase occurs when the shortage card is at the end of the row of
auction cards. When the last development phase ends, the game immediately ends.

At the end of the game, the player with the most support wins. A player’s support
is equal to their supporters minus their revolts. If there is a tie for the most support,
the tying empire with the most gold wins. If there is a second tie, all players who
participated in the second tie jointly win.
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For example:

A game has three players: Joe, Darryl, and Jay. At the end of the game, Joe
has 6 supporters and 2 revolts, so he has 4 support. Darryl has 7 supporters and
6 revolts, so he has 1 support. Jay has 3 supporters and 0 revolts, so he has 3
support. Joe has the most support, so he is the winner.

12 Nations

There are 8 playable nations: the Ottomans, Portugal, the Netherlands, Venice, Spain,
France, Great Britain, and Prussia.

The Ottomans - Number 0

Starting Cards

5 gold, 1 good, 3 populations, 3 colonies, and 3 bonds.

National Institution

The Ottoman national institution is the protectorate. The Ottomans build a protec-
torate by stacking a colony on a colony. When the Ottomans build a protectorate,
they must take 1 population, 2 bonds, and 15 gold from the market.

Venice - Number 1

Starting Cards

20 gold, 1 good, 1 populations, 1 colonies, and 4 bonds.

National Institution

The Venetian national institution is the merchant. Venice builds a merchant by stack-
ing a good on a good. When Venice builds a merchant, they must take 1 good and 7
gold from the market.

Portugal - Number 2

Starting Cards

20 gold, 1 good, 2 populations, 1 colonies, and 4 bonds.

National Institution

The Portuguese national institution is the territory. Portugal builds a territory by
stacking a colony on a colony. When Portugal builds a territory, they must pay 1
colony they used to the market and take 3 goods.

The Netherlands - Number 3

Starting Cards

15 gold, 1 good, 2 populations, 1 colonies, and 4 bonds.

National Institution

The Dutch national institution is the company. The Netherlands builds a company by
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stacking a colony on a good. When the Netherlands builds a company, they must take
3 goods and 10 gold.

Spain - Number 4

Starting Cards

15 gold, 1 good, 2 populations, 2 colonies, and 2 bonds.

National Institution

The Spanish national institution is the gold mine. Spain builds a gold mine by stacking
a good on a good. When Spain builds a gold mine, they must pay 1 good they used
to the market and take 15 gold.

France - Number 5

Starting Cards

0 supporters, 5 revolts, 10 gold, 2 good, 4 populations, 2 colonies, and 4 bonds.

National Institution

The French national institution is the cathedral. France builds a cathedral by stacking
a population on a population. When France builds a cathedral, they must take 5 gold
from the market.

Great Britain - Number 6

Starting Cards

10 gold, 3 goods, 2 populations, 2 colonies, 2 bonds.

National Institution

The British national institution is the commonwealth. Great Britain builds a common-
wealth by stacking a good on a colony. When Great Britain builds a commonwealth,
they must pay the good they used to the market and and take 2 supporters and 10
gold.

Prussia - Number 7

Starting Cards

5 gold, 6 goods, 3 populations, 0 colonies, and 1 bonds.

National Institution

The Prussian national institution is the army. Prussia builds an army by stacking a
population on a population. When Prussia builds an army, they must pay 1 population
to the market and take 1 colony, 1 revolt, and 8 gold.

13 Tips

Claiming Empires

Consider negotiating with other players about who will select what empire.

Think about what institutions an empire will create during the first development phase,
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which will occur before you can change what cards you own.

Development

Population is needed to do everything, but having too many lowers your support.

You need to have more population than goods to create industries.

Commerce

Selling more goods does not necessarily mean earning more gold. If the other players
sell 3 goods, selling 4 goods will bring the price to 3 gold, earning you 12 gold - but
selling 3 goods, bringing the price 4 gold, will earn you the same amount. In the same
scenario, selling 5 goods would bring the price to 2 gold, earning you only 10 gold.

Exploration

Figuring out the value of each resource will always be difficult. Colonies tend to be
more valuable early. Population tends to be more valuable late.

Buying a bond gives you gold immediately, so you can use this bonus to help win
resources during the same exploration phase.

Trading

Players who trade a lot tend to win a lot.

Be sure to make all of your trades before the auction cards are flipped.
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